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2012 MPPOA Legislative Conference Update
By: Mark Ross

On February 11, 2012, the annual MPPOA (Minnesota
Police and Peace Officers Association) Legislative conference was held in Two Harbors, MN.
As always, the St. Paul Police Federation sent a compliment of members to get a glimpse of the types of
legislative initiatives we’ll be facing during the 2012
session that could impact our profession.
One of the issues we spent a significant amount of
time focusing on was the potential implications of cit-

ies in Minnesota choosing to use private security firms
for public safety rather than continuing to contract
with their county sheriff’s office. Several months ago,
the city of Foley, MN, announced that it planned to
discontinue its contract with the Benton County
Sheriff’s Department for police services and instead
enter into an agreement for law enforcement services
with a private security company. Foley cited budget
issues as their reasoning behind such a plan.

MPPOA cont. on pg 6

OFFICER SAFETY or GREEN SPACE
President’s Message
By: David Titus

Most members are aware
that our old 10th street
annex building is slated for
demolition soon. All are
aware of the critical needs
the facility meets. Currently
there are no viable options
for relocation and substantive plans are not even close
to being developed let alone
operational. There is no question that the building
is old and in need of renovation or replacement, but
common sense tells you - if the city is determined
to demolish the annex for park land - a replacement
needs to be up and running first.

the reluctance to use the county’s range is politically
based. It has nothing to do with new/old chiefs or
sheriffs. If you need evidence to support this – don’t
ask politicians - ask the professionals who know - our
range staff.

For those BOLO readers who are not members and
unaware of the building’s uses – they include:

• Gym (wrestling mat): The 10th street gym is used all
year for in-house training and PDI courses. This is our
department’s only wrestling mat large enough for “use
for force” and other related instruction for our academies and officers from many agencies. In 2011 our
training unit raised nearly $100,000 in PDI tuition from
instructing other agencies’ cops. Many of these classes
are held at the 10th street building.

• Indoor Firearms Range: Multiple agencies including ours use this range for state required training
including “night shoots.” This qualification cannot be
scheduled at the outdoor range due to agreements
on time of day/noise related issues. Retired officers
qualify at this range under our department’s instruction. Some city officials have been led to believe
that we can shoot at the county’s range. For many
logistical reasons – that does not work for the second
largest department in the state. Some speculate that

“Taking away our use of force
training facility and firearms
range is not only a serious
safety issue for your cops but
also a liability for the city”.

• Radio Shop: This shop services squad radios and
computers for five (including SPPD) city departments
and twenty-three outside police agencies.
• Unit Offices: Specialized officers for the county and
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Most officers have some familiarity with, or at least
have heard of, the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA).
A product of the depression that was passed in 1938
the FLSA—which applied then only to the private
sector but later was extended to public sector
employees--requires that employers pay a minimum
wage, and pay employees who work beyond a specified number of hours per week overtime at timeand-one-half the regular rate of pay.
This article gives a brief overview of the FLSA and
this overtime pay requirement, specifically as it applies to practices at work in St. Paul today.

Calculating overtime due under the FLSA is a threestep process that involves determining: 1) total hours
worked; 2)the applicable overtime threshold; and 3)
the regular rate of pay (to calculate the employee’s
overtime rate).
1)“Hours worked” includes time spent in “physical
or mental exertion” required by the employer, and
also work employees are “suffered or permitted” by
the employer to perform. In addition to regular work
time this may include briefing and roll calls, rest periods, meal periods, donning and doffing, and on-call
time.

FLSA cont. on pg 6
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2011 GALA: STAND-OFF AT CITY HALL!!
By: Rob Schultz

When trouble strikes, the SPPD S.W.A.T. Team is
there. That was evident at the 7th Annual St. Paul
Police Foundation Gala, where attendees experienced a simulation of the S.W.A.T. Team responding to a mock hostage crisis at City Hall.
Under the narration of Commander Tim Flynn, a
colorful cast of familiar talent posed as captives to
be rescued: Ramsey County Attorney John Choi,
City Council President Kathy Lantry, and SPPD
Chief Tom Smith. Making a grand entrance, members of the S.W.A.T. Team stormed the banquet hall
and saved Saint Paul.
The evening was filled with many other memorable moments as well: the VIP Reception hosted
by Chief Smith and sponsored by Mancini’s and
Cossetta’s; a bigger silent auction that featured
the best of the Twin Cities; raffles for prizes that
included a trip to Las Vegas; and a photo booth by
the Ramsey County Sheriff’s Department.
Minnesota Governor Mark Dayton welcomed
attendees, and KARE-11’s Rena Sarigianopolous
served as Master of Ceremonies. Other program
highlights included the Minnesota Pipe Band and
Saint Paul Police Honor Guard’s presentation of
colors, Patricia Lacy singing the National Anthem,
invocation by Father Dan Conlin, and remarks by
City Council President Kathy Lantry.
This year’s Rowan Award recipient was Officer Michael Reuvers, known for his work in putting some
of the most violent and persistent criminals in jail
for decades during his days in patrol and now as a
member of the special investigations unit.
With the help of Chief Smith, the Police Foundation hosted it’s second annual “Giving Moment”
– this year’s proceeds benefits SPPD’s new “Project
CARE” initiative… a results-oriented program designed to protect children and senior citizens. Following an introductory video, attendees provided
financial support for the department’s focus on
crimes against vulnerable children and seniors.
To cap off a wonderful evening, participants enjoyed dancing to live music by the Tim Sigler Band.
Funds from the Gala help operate the Police Foundation and its grant-making programs. This year’s
Gala will provide funding for Shop with Cops, Cops
and Kids, and other new and upcoming projects
and grant initiatives.
The St. Paul Police Foundation wishes to thank
the St. Paul Police Department and the St. Paul
Police Federation for helping to make this year’s
Gala a big success. Many officers and administrators worked hard to make this year’s event reflect
the interest and requests of our officers. A special

thanks goes out
to Gala Co-Chairs
Nancy Haas and
Dave Titus for their
hard work, and to
Helene Houle who
served as Honorary
Chair of the Gala.
Chief Sponsors of
the Gala were John
Nasseff & Helene
Houle; and Target. Commander
Sponsers were 3M
Corporate Security;
Comcast; Dowell
Stute & Associates;
HealthPartners/
Regions Hospital;
Hubbard Broadcasting; The Rowan
Family; Travelers; Visit Saint Paul; Warners’ Stellian.
Sergeant Sponsors were: Avrio; Dacotah Furniture
Co.; Goff Public; Messerli & Kramer; O’Gara’s Bar
& Grill; Ramsey County Sheriff’s Office; Saint Paul
Area Chamber of Commerce; Securian; Spectacle
Shoppe.
Officer Sponsors were: Advanced Auto Services;
Allina Hospitals & Clinics; Anchor Bank; BRUNO
Law; Chestnut & Cambronne; Collins, Buckley,
Sauntry & Hough; Colossal Café; Cossetta’s; Delta
Air Lines; Downtowner Woodfire Grill; Ecolab;
Franchise Food Systems of Minnesota; Hiway
Federal Credit Union; ITL Patch Company; Joseph’s Grill; Login, Inc.; Mancini’s; Mauer Chevrolet; McDonald’s; McNally Smith College of Music;
Metropolitan State University; MSP Commercial;
Rice, Michels and Walther; Seven Corners Printing;
St. Mary’s University; St. Paul Fire Foundation; St.
Paul Police Federation; Summit Brewing Company;
Thomson Reuters; University of St. Thomas; Xcel
Energy.
Police Foundation Elects New Board Officers,
Re-Election of Board Members
The St. Paul Police Foundation is pleased to announce new board officers for 2012: Chair: David
Schrimp, 3M Corporate Security; Vice Chair: Beverly Turner, Travelers; Treasurer: Thomas Farnham,
Bearence Management Group; Secretary: Nancy
Haas, Messerli & Kramer.
Three board members have also re-elected to the
2012-14 term: Ted Davis, Davis Communications;
David Titus, St. Paul Police Federation; and Richard
Zehring, MSP Commercial.

The St. Paul Police Federation is currently accepting applications
for their scholarship. This scholarship is open to graduating
seniors of a public or private high school, who are sons or
daughters of a Saint Paul Police Federation member. This
scholarship is to be use for furthering their education; for
tuition, books or any other academic needs.
Applications must be received by April 1, 2012. For an
application, contact Kerstin at the Federation office at
651-291-1119 or Jill McRae at 651-266-5566.
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St. Paul Police Foundation Completes
Advanced Training Initiative
The St. Paul Police Foundation has completed its
funding of SPPD’s handgun replacement initiative
through a $90,600 grant to the department. The
fundraising campaign – which began at the 2010
Gala – is the Police Foundation’s latest investment
in ensuring the safety of St. Paul Police Officers.
“We’re very proud to have played a key role in
supporting this initiative,” said Rob Schultz, Police
Foundation Executive Director. “The safety of our
officers is the Foundation’s first priority – and this
is a critical step towards making sure our officers
have the equipment they need to protect themselves and our community.”
2012 Police Foundation Grants Requests
Deadlines
The St. Paul Police Foundation has announced its
2012 deadlines for grant applications. A new 2012
grant request application is available by contacting Amy Brown in the Chief’s Office at 651-2665507 or by email: amy.brown@ci.stpaul.mn.us
Grants requests will be considered on a quarterly
basis by the Police Foundation’s Grants Committee
and must be received in the Chief’s Office no later
than February 15, May 15, August 15 and November 15. Applicants are encouraged to apply early
to give Foundation volunteers adequate time to
raise funds for projects.

Gala photos on page 7
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POLICING THE CITY OF SAINT PAUL
PART XVI: A History of the Saint Paul Police Department
By: Ed Steenberg

ELNOR PATCH OF THE ‘ORIGINAL’ HORSE PATROL
In the last issue of the BOLO, we talked about
the recent donation of a piece of art… the gift of
a Clifford E. Letty bas-style wooden panel relief
carving, now located in the Central District’s Community Room. For this issue, we will be discussing
another piece of art, in this case an 18” x 22 ½”
black and white photo of Elnor Patch, the last of
Saint Paul’s original horse patrol and Mounted
Patrolman Michael H. “Mike” Cullen whose mount
she had been for 14 years. The photo was given to
the Saint Paul Police Historical Society by Eric Anderson a current member of our police family who
had obtained it from police retiree Dan Harshman.
Both Anderson and Harshman were members of
the more ‘recent’ Saint Paul Police Mounted Patrol
Unit.
One of the many problems that early Saint Paul
police officers had to deal with was transportation. Officers in the 1850s were forced to utilize
whatever mode of transportation was available
no matter how ill-suited to the task at hand. It was
not uncommon for unfortunate inebriates to be
transported to the town jail in a wheelbarrow.
In 1856 a civic-minded grocer donated his horse
and wagon for use, at night. Used during the day
by the grocer, the horse and wagon remained
parked and ready for police use at what’s now
the corner of Seventh and Wabasha Streets during the nocturnal hours. In June, 1883, the first
horse-drawn patrol wagon was contracted for,
and duly delivered the following October. During the months intervening a temporary wagon,
costing $135, was procured. The first coach horses
to enter the department were magnificent creatures, costing the city $500. When hitched to the
new patrol wagon, a rather cumbrous affair, they
were an astonishment to the natives, and many a
semi-respectable ‘vagrant’ let himself be arrested,
just to see how it felt to be driven up the street, in
style, by driver “Pat” Casey. The wagon was manufactured by the Fire Extinguisher Co., of Chicago,
and cost $600.
Saddle horses were used to develop additional
police patrol capabilities in the rapidly growing community. In 1885, a six-member mounted
patrol was created to serve out-lying areas of the
city. The mounted patrolmen received a small
‘bump’ in salary. By 1910 the patrol had grown to
seventeen members, plus mounted supervisors,
before yielding to the advent of the motorized
age. Elnor Patch was part of this latter increased
horse presence.

lowing year, an authorization was given to purchase an automobile ambulance. It wasn’t until
1914, however, that the department purchased
automobiles suited specifically for police work:
a Velie Motors Corporation Runabout, a White
Motor Company patrol car, and two Kissel Motor
Car Company police patrols. These predecessors
to the modern squad car ranged from 30 to 37.5
horsepower.
The use of motorcycles reached its peak in the
1920s. The so-called ‘flying squads’ consisting of
an operator and a cycle were assigned to a series
of substations, garages, and fire stations. These
units were utilized to provide maximum coverage
at crime scenes. The fifteen ‘flying squads’ were
instructed to proceed to the scene of a call while
picking up the nearest beat officer on the way. The
department claimed that only two to ten minutes
were required to answer most calls. ‘Minute Service’ became the slogan of the department, largely
due to the speed of the motorcycle units. The unit
operated until 1930 when it was suspended.
Throughout the 1930’s and 1940’s, the department utilized many types and models of automobiles. Squad cars were generally Fords, Chevrolets,
Pontiacs, Dodge-Grahms, Cadillacs, Lafayettes,
and the most popular car of the late thirties, the
Hudson Motor Car Company’s Terraplane. The
police ambulance was usually a Packard, Buick
or Dodge, while the department’s motorcycles
were predominately Indians, later replaced by the
Harley Davidson.
When Officer Mike Cullen first rode Elnor Patch in
about 1913, there were 22 mounts on the police
department, but Elnor Patch was the first to patrol
Summit Avenue. She was a favorite of the children
who would run when they saw her exclaiming,
“OH! There goes Elnor Patch and Mike.” While she
was boarded at 365 Portland (Summit & Western),
retired Police Sergeant Paul Paulos remembers
walking down to see Elnor, and as he relates, “Everyone knew that she was the granddaughter of
horse racing champion, Dan Patch.”
“Practically every youngster in the Hill District had
rides on Elnor,” recalled Officer Cullen. “She was
gentle when they were around as she was speedy
when we had a call. She was a smart horse, and I
never had to tie her up all the 14 years I had her.”

The ‘Black Maria’ horse-drawn paddy wagon
(workhouse van now on display at the Western
District office) was built for the department in
1897 for $300. The same year saw the emergence
of a twelve man bicycle squad, formed to patrol
areas of downtown Saint Paul.

The friendship between the horse and her master was a veritable “Mary and Her Little Lamb”
relationship. Everywhere that Mike went, the
horse was sure to go, or at least try to go. When
he stopped to enter a store, Elnor would walk up
on the sidewalk and many times succeeded in
getting her head in the store door. When Mike dismounted to walk a block, Elnor would trot along
behind unless ordered to stand still. Then she
became a statue, with eyes on her master and ears
alert for the whistle that told her she could come.

And then a motorcycle squad was started in 1909,
consisting of two men and their machines. But
the true motorization of the department didn’t
take place until 1912, when a White Motor Company squad wagon was acquired for $5,000 and a
Chalmers-Detroit Motor Company five-passenger
touring car was purchased for $2,400. The fol-

Elnor Patch was jet black with not a blemish on
her according to her former master, and police
lore suggests that she was raised on a Savage,
Minnesota, farm, granddaughter of Dan Patch
(1896-1916), an outstanding pacer of his day. Dan
Patch broke world speed records at least 14 times
in the early 1900s, finally setting the world’s record

for the fastest mile by a harness horse during a
time trial in 1906, a record that stood unmatched
for 32 years and unbroken for 54 years. Dan Patch
lost only two heats in his whole career, and never
lost a race. His speed was such that other owners
sometimes refused to race their horses against
him, leaving him to run against the clock. Dan
Patch retired in 1909 as the holder of nine world
records and spent much of his later life attending exhibitions, and providing studhorse services
(breeding).
Prior to her death on Saturday March 08, 1930,
Elnor Patch enjoyed a two year retirement at a Forest Lake, Minnesota farm owned by one Louis Carrol, where she received a pension of all the blue
grass and clover she could eat. After her demise,
Elnor’s coat, which all the kiddies from Summit
Ave. to St. Clair St. and from Dale St. to Lexington
Ave., including Crocus Hill, loved and petted, was
made into a lap robe and keepsake for the Cullen
family. I’m not sure that that would happen today.
Parts of this story were taken from a St. Paul Daily
News article written about the death of this most
favored horse (Vol. 30, No. 15, p. 1-2; dated March
15, 1930 – price two cents). And, although police
lore states that Elnor was the granddaughter of
outstanding racehorse Dan Patch, a pedigree
check with the American Trotters Association
the Dan Patch Historical Society and the Harness
Racing Museum & Hall of Fame failed to find the
documented proof that I was looking for. I have
not been able to identify Elnor’s sire or dam, making the direct link to Dan Patch somewhat cloudy.
If Officer Mike Cullen first rode Elnor in about
1913, and horses are not fully mature until the age
of four or five, we have to assume that she was
born sometime before 1910. The earliest registered standardbred record relating to offspring
of Dan Patch is a filly named Little Judy Catherine
foaled in 1901. Same records show 21 additional
offspring over the following years – some of which
were perhaps name changes and/or duplicate
records. As you consider the known offspring (1st
generation) and then reflect on their foals (2nd
generation), you can see the problem quickly multiplies exponentially.
I was also advised that if Elnor was donated for
police service, her name may have been changed
and/or transfer of ownership made without said
transaction being registered, that being done to
protect the direct bloodline as well as the financial
interests of the of the stockbreeders. If you have
stories about Elnor, or definite information as to
her lineage, please contact me at your convenience.
For further insight into the history of the SPPD
please consider the Saint Paul Police Historical
Society Website at http://www.spphs.org/. From
the homepage, click on “SPPD History” and pick
from the hypertexed choices. For comment and/
or suggestion, Steenberg can always be reached
through the Historical Society, or at the following
e-mail address: esteenberg@gmail.com.
Until next time, BE CAREFUL OUT THERE!!!

NOTICE: If you want to
discontinue hard copies of BOLO and would prefer email versions; email
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Contract Language on Hours of Work – More Than a Suggestion
By: Jim Michels

It’s a pretty common thing - a patrol officer has a
dental appointment during work hours on Friday
and doesn’t want to use sick leave. He goes to his
Sergeant and offers to work 12 hours on Tuesday if
he can work 8 hours on Friday. No harm, no foul –
right? WRONG. The Labor Agreement specifies:
8.1 The normal work day shall be eight (8) consecutive hours per day except for those employees
assigned to the 4/40 shift where the normal work
days shall be ten (10) consecutive hours per day.
For employees assigned to the 5/3 shift, the normal work day shall be nine (9) consecutive hours
per day. For employees assigned to the 4/2 shift,
they may be required to work a ten (10) hour day
or an eight (8) hour day consistent with the schedule and as assigned by the DEPARTMENT HEAD.
8.4 All employees shall be at the location designated by their supervisor, ready for ork, at the
established starting time and shall remain at an
assigned work location until the end of the established work day unless otherwise directed by their
supervisor.
8.5 Employees will be compensated at the rate
of one and one-half (1.5) times the Employee’s
normal hourly rate in either compensatory time
or in cash, subject to the limitations of Section 8.2,
for hours that exceed daily planned scheduling by
the EMPLOYER. The EMPLOYER shall use its best
efforts to equitably distribute overtime work when
scheduling events or other work that is not unique
or particular to any one employee.
Few if any Federation members would think it
acceptable for the Employer to violate the Labor
Agreement. It is no more acceptable for employees to do so. As benign as the hypothetical
scenario seems, it creates numerous problems and
puts the employee at risk in a variety of ways.
Problem 1 – Violation of Labor Laws.
The Public Employee Labor Relations Act (PELRA)
prohibits employers and employees covered by
a collective bargaining agreement from even
negotiating let alone making side agreements that
amend or circumvent the terms of a Labor Agreement. Since the Labor Agreement clearly specifies
the hours of a normal work day and establishes
the rate of pay for hours that exceed the normal

work day, employees and supervisors cannot negotiate to extend the normal work day or agree to
compensation for additional hours at a rate lower
than that specified by the Labor Agreement.

cially on newer officers to not disappoint a supervisor. What the supervisor might think is voluntary
often is “mandatory” if the employee does not feel
free to decline the “invitation” to work extra hours.

Problem 2 – Contract Violation.

Problem 6 – Potential for Discipline.

The Labor Agreement defines the normal work
day for your protection. Without limiting the normal work shift and providing for time and a half for
hours that exceed the normal work day, employees would be at the whim of the employer to work
extra hours for no additional compensation. When
employees agree to ignore this provision, it is just
as much a violation of the Labor Agreement as if
the Employer ignores it. The Federation cannot
condone violations of the Labor Agreement by
either the Employer or employees since such circumstances weaken the Agreement and have the
potential to make it harder to enforce the Labor
Agreement when we want it enforced.

You may recall that in 2009, Chief Harrington issued a memo to all employees reaffirming that
“green book” or other variations of not accurately
recording time worked and time off were contrary
to Department policy. Engaging in these practices
could create the potential for discipline.

Problem 3 – Payroll Fraud.
To avoid overtime, it is most common for the employee to not have the schedule change reflected
in the City’s timekeeping and payroll records. This
means the employee is working when the records
show he/she is not and, worse, not working when
the records show that he/she is working. Such actions violate state law and expose the employee to
criminal charges.
Problem 4 – Employee at Risk.
If an employee is injured or involved in a critical
incident when payroll records show he/she is NOT
working, the employee is at risk that the City will
deny workers comp or defense and indemnity coverage. Conversely, if the employee is discovered
on a golf course or in a bar when payroll records
show he/she is on the payroll, the employee
should not expect much cover from the Employer
to explain the situation.
Problem 5 – Voluntary Becomes Mandatory.

Conclusion.
Rules sometimes restrict what we might want to
do, but they serve to protect us too. When violations of rules become common or accepted, the
rule is weakened – sometimes to the point of being unenforceable. If you have engaged in working extra hours one day and taking them off on a
different day without accurately logging the hours
in the timekeeping system, either as an employee
seeking a variance from your schedule or as a supervisor allowing or requesting that someone do
so, you should stop for all the reasons cited above.
Per Department Policy and the terms of our Labor
Agreement – all time worked and all scheduled
time taken off should be properly entered into the
timekeeping/payroll system. That is the expectation not only by management, but also by the
Federation.
Finally, there is really no need to make these unauthorized variances to work hours. If employees
need time off on a given day, we have the ability
to use vacation, sick leave and comp time. There
should not be any reason why an employee would
need to participate with management in a violation of the Labor Agreement just to get time off. If
the arrangement is just to swap time from one day
to the next, the employee can work extra hours
and earn comp time then use the comp time to
take the time off.

Many employees take the position that there
should be no reason to prevent them from voluntarily changing their hours. However, if that practice were to exist, it creates a huge potential for
abuse by management when a supervisor really
needs someone to “volunteer” to work past the
end of his/her shift. There is much pressure, espe-

As a last resort, if there is some compelling reason
for a variation from your work schedule, contact
the Federation. The Federation, as the certified
exclusive representative, can attempt to negotiate
a variance from the Labor Agreement if necessary
and appropriate.

of force training facility and firearms range is not
only a serious safety issue for your cops but a liability for the city. As a cop and a property tax payer
in this city – I am a strong believer and supporter
of our parks. But, policy makers need to slow this
process down and make responsible decisions for
our officers’ sake. Who knows - maybe renovation
plans for the 10th Street Annex roof top could rival
the Fire Department’s new HQ herb and meditational gardens and everyone could be happy and
safe?

Updates: There are a number councilmembers
who share our concerns about losing the annex
and are researching solutions. Also - please read
the Wachtler and Michel’s Bolo articles related to
hours of work. Mark Ross’ legislative update is a
must read. Attend monthly meetings or contact a
Federation board member with any questions or
specific grievance updates. It is also advised that
members forward their personal email to kgarin@
sppdfederation.com for Federation notices.

President’s message cont. from page 1
city are housed along with dozens of specialized
vehicles.
The loss of the 10th street building for any length
of time without a fully operational replacement(s)
will create a serious officer safety issue. Physical
attacks on officers are increasing - compounded
by more sophisticated fighting styles by our criminals (due to the popularity of mixed martial arts)
– makes training even more crucial. Additionally we have had three separate officer involved
shootings this January alone. Taking away our use

You can change your address for the BOLO and other mailings by:
• Filling out the change of address form at www.sppdfederation.com

531 West Seventh Street St. Paul, MN
651 224-7345

• Call the Federation Office at 651/227-4998
• Mail your new address to the Federation office
Mailings to:
St. Paul Police Federation
327 York Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55130
Office: (651) 227-4998 Fax: (651) 227-7982

O’Gara’s Bar & Grill
164 Snelling Ave North St. Paul, MN
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In case of a critical incident contact the Federation pager: (612) 740-8234
MPPOA Legal Defense Fund: 1-800-255-5610
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The Climb
What an incredible feeling for us, as parents of a 9
year old daughter who fights cystic fibrosis every
single day, to walk into the IDS Crystal Court on
the morning of The Climb and see so many of you
who show up to support our effort to find a cure
for this devastating disease. Life with cf is a challenge, but we keep fighting and you give us hope.
The Climb is an annual fundraiser in which police/
fire & medics race up 52 flights (1280 steps) to the
top of the IDS Center in Minneapolis. Climb teams
compete for the coveted traveling trophy as well
as race for top individual times. 2012 was a banner year for SPPD and we are excited to report our
team alone raised over $4,200 - all going to fund
cf research. Funding is the priority, but bragging
rights aren’t so bad either. This year we nailed it.
We brought home the fastest male cop trophy.
Officer Brian Caron aced Minneapolis Police, State
Patrol, Ramsey County Sheriff, Homeland Security,
Hennepin County Sheriff and more. We have com-

peted in this event for 7 years; starting with just 5
officers and quickly growing to include more than
100 different officers and employees throughout
the years. Our team includes department support
staff, 1st year officers, veteran cops, sergeants,
commanders and assistant chiefs, including a very
special retiree who is always there for us, Nancy
DiPerna. Over the past few years, it has been
incredible to experience our team grow to include
family and friends who support us in our pursuit to
find a cure.
We have a renewed excitement because scientists
have reported unprecedented research breakthroughs. In fact, on January 31, 2012, the CF
Foundation announced FDA approval of a new
medication, Kalydeco. This medication targets
the basic defect in the cells of people with CF
and is the closest thing to a cure we have ever
had! Kalydeco has dramatically improved the test
markers used by doctors to determine the health

of those with CF. Unfortunately, Kalydeco only
helps a small percentage of people with CF, but
the exciting news is that there is already another
medication, VX-809, in the pipeline. VX-809, when
coupled with the recently approved drug, will
hopefully work for a much larger percentage of
those affected by cf. It’s because of your support
and events like this, that we have already benefit
from new medications in which we personally
use every single day. More importantly, you give
us hope and we thank you. We thank those of
you who sweat the steps, who show up to cheer
climbers and carry coats, those who donate even
though you can’t be with us, those who train for
months to give us bragging rights and finally, to
the St. Paul Police Federation for your never-ending support. Thank you all for being there for us!
Officer Mike & Donna Polski
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FLSA, cont. from page 1
2) For many employees, the overtime threshold is
the standard 40-hour week, and any hours worked
over 40 must be paid at time-and-one-half. An exemption for law enforcement exists under section
207(k) of the FLSA, which creates work periods
varying in length from seven to twenty-eight days,
which are used as a basis for measuring hours
worked so that employers may conduct unpaid
15-minute briefing periods at the start of a work
shift without paying overtime.
3)If an employee works at a specified hourly rate,
that is considered the regular rate. If an officer is
paid weekly, monthly or otherwise, this pay must
be converted to an hourly wage, while also taking
into account things like shift differentials, longevity pay, premium pay, and work out-of-class pay.
Any employee may bring an action under the
FLSA. The usual statute of limitations is two years,
or three years if it can be proven that the employer
knew or should have known it was breaking the
law. Employees may recover all overtime pay, and

in certain cases, liquidated damages equivalent to
the amount of the back pay due, as well as attorney’s fees.
Finally, the Act contains an anti-retaliation provision making it unlawful “to discharge or in any
other manner discriminate against” employees
who file complaints under the FLSA.

If administration knows or believes that employees continue to work outside of scheduled hours
the employees must be paid overtime, period.
Management has a duty to make sure that work
is not performed if it does not want it to be performed. Employers cannot accept the benefit
without compensating employees properly.

Today in the St. Paul Police Department, some
employees are “donating” time by taking calls on
weekends and days off, extending shifts, and
attending to work duties when not scheduled.
They are being denied overtime compensation
and/or are neglecting to turn in cards at all
because of pressure to keep “good” assignments.
Management seems to be condoning this—or
even initiating it at times by calling members
off-duty and requiring them to work.
This results in reduced income, fewer promotional
opportunities and a staff with fewer ranking
officers due to members working more than a
full-time equivalent.

MPPOA, cont. from page 1
In Foley’s case they did not ultimately end up
hiring the private security company to police its
city, but the possibility of private security guards
doing the job of licensed peace officers is frightening. One of the most interesting parts of the
Foley situation is that it was never determined
that it was illegal for Foley to use security guards
for their law enforcement needs. Ultimately,
the Attorney General’s Office and POST Board
weighed and simply asked questions that made it
clear to both Foley and the private security company that their plan was not sound.
I would guess that sometime during the next few
legislative sessions that some type of legislation
would be drafted to make it illegal for any city to
contract with a private security firm for law enforcement purposes. The Foley situation may not
have had a direct impact on us in St. Paul, but it
would have had a negative impact on our profession as a whole.
At the time of this writing, I’m under the impression Foley has decided to establish its own police
department, but stay tuned.
Governor Dayton also made an appearance at the
convention and spoke to us about his great admiration for the work that we do and expressed his
unwavering support of cops. Fortunately, Governor Dayton has already expressed his willingness
to veto any legislation put on his desk in regards
to destroying our pension benefits or making
Minnesota a “Right to work” state.
As far as any proposed pension reform, none has
reared its head in the 2012 session so far, but we
will be keeping a close eye on any proposals that
may harm our pension plan. It should be noted
that due to market improvements over the past
two years along with 2010 legislation enacted
through the MPPOA’s leadership, the P&F plan is
currently 83.6% funded, which is about 20% higher than where we were at in 2009. Our pension
fund continues to be financially sound and we are
constantly evaluating ways to make it stronger.
One of the most interesting and challenging
parts of our profession is navigating our way
through politics on a personal and professional

basis. In general, we as cops have a lot in common in terms of our core professional values with
both political parties, and depending on the year,
we may have to fight or promote certain legislation from either Republicans or Democrats.
With every legislative session, comes a new host
of challenges and this one will be no different.
However, this session includes a group of legislators that seem to be after public employees like
none before. The Tea Party contingent of the
Republican caucus has made it clear that they
intend to come after many of the benefits that
we have earned and come to enjoy over the past
several decades.
Regardless of your personal stance on politics,
please understand that during this legislative
session, the Tea Party is after you professionally.
No matter how they say it, spin it, or package
their proposals while trying to make Minnesota a
“Right to Work” state, we are under an attack like
no other. The term “Right to Work” seems simple
on the face and is designed to sound like something everybody would agree with. In our case
as cops, if Minnesota became a “Right to Work”
state, you could look forward to less pay, more
expensive healthcare, fewer rights at work, the
risk of being disciplined and/or terminated much
more easily, a lesser pension, and less qualified
co-workers. Does that sound good? That is just
the beginning, and if the prospect of dealing with
that doesn’t infuriate you, I don’t know what to
tell you.
One of the techniques being used by these folks
as it relates to cops is that they say that their
intentions are to exclude public safety from the
types of legislation that would impact public
employees. They seem to think that we’re naïve
enough to believe that we will be safe from their
efforts to eliminate collective bargaining and
break unions. The fact is this, these people are
convinced that we make too much many, are afforded too many rights, and are the beneficiaries
of extravagant benefits. If the Tea Party proposes
some crafty legislation during this session that
does not include public safety, where do you
think they will look to next time around? The

answer is public safety.
What can you do? Take 10 minutes to identify
who the State Representatives and State Senators
are in your area and send them an email, especially if they claim to be members of the Tea Party
or are Republicans. Let them know that you are a
police officer in St. Paul and are against any type
of “Right to Work” legislation or constitutional
amendments.
You should also take the time to explain to
anybody you associate with who isn’t a cop or
public employee how much of a negative impact
“Right to Work” legislation would have on your
career as a professional licensed peace officer.
We are members of an admirable and dangerous
profession and work too hard to allow a group of
politicians who call themselves the “Tea Party” to
destroy in one legislative session what has taken
decades to achieve.
Where does all this come from? A great deal of
the anti-public employee legislation is provided
to law makers across the country from co called
“conservative think tanks.” These “think tanks” are
comprised of some of the largest and most powerful corporations in America and conservative
state legislators. They are in the business of drafting what they call “model legislation” for states
throughout our nation that reflect their conservative big business views. In simple terms, they
provide state law makers with legislation that
will make big businesses more profitable, while
wiping out the middle class. The law makers buy
in because they want something in exchange.
Maybe a chance at a job after their political career
is over, perhaps an opportunity at an IPO (Initial
Public Stock Offering). Who knows, but all of it
comes down to big money for big business.
Essentially, politicians who have been elected by
their constituents, have decided that it is more
important to take marching orders from corporate America rather than those who’ve elected
them. Do a little research on your own, ask some
questions, reach out to your elected officials, and
don’t allow them to get away with this. As far as
I’m concerned, an attack on our profession is an
attack on our families.

FEDERATION EMAIL NOTICES:
Many notifications need to be made in a timely manner. Our old system of unit/team bulletin postings is not reliable or efficient. Action items such as
some grievances, elections and contract ratifications are discussed at our monthly meetings, posted on our website and sent to our members’ email list.
Please send your personal (non-government) email to KGARIN@SPPDFEDERATION.COM to receive Federation updates.
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Saint Paul Police Federation
327 York Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55130

St Patrick’s Day
Parade
St Paul, Minnesota

March 17 th 2012, Saturday

This year, on March 17th, join the hundreds of Emerald Society members in
celebrating our Policing legacy at the St Patrick’s Day Parade. Policing in
America and Irish heritage have been closely bound since the start of our
great nation and proud profession. This is an honored tradition of
Minnesota’s Law Enforcement and the St Paul parade, since its inception in
the late 1800s!

In past years we have welcomed many brothers and sisters in full dress from
Chicago PD, NYPD, US Military Personal, and many more! EVERYONE is
welcome and those who can, are encouraged to WEAR THEIR UNIFORM!

~ SCHEDULE OF EVENTS ~

St Patrick’s Day Mass at the Cathedral of St Paul: Arrive by
0900 hrs.
- Not required, but those not Catholic are welcome -

Shuttle to Parade – 1100 hrs. (meet outside of Cathedral)*
Parade – 1200 hrs. Route has changed to 5th ST E

***Watch Website for Muster Point Details***

Shuttle back to Cathedral

PLEASE WATCH THE WEBSITE FOR UPDATES TO THE
SCHEDULE

First-Class Mail
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
Twin Cities, MN
Permit # 8314

WWW.EMERALDSOCIETYMN.ORG

*Thank you to the St Paul Police Federation for a donation towards the bus
cost!

Saint Paul Police Federation

Bolo

Representing those who protect Saint Paul since 1947

Thank you to the retired St. Paul
Firefighters for your generous
monetary donation – every year –
never forgetting.

This event could not happen without
the continued support of ECC management, St. Paul Fire Department,
St. Paul Police Department, Ramsey
County Sherriff’s Office, Maplewood
Police and Fire Departments, New
Brighton Police and Fire Departments, and many more suburban
departments. This year we had North
St. Paul Police, EMS and Fire Department join us for the first time.

Thank you to St. Paul Police Officers
Mike Ernster, Mike Davis, Houa Vang
and Ramsey County Commanders Joe
Paget and Terry Soukkala for “keeping
us together” on the road – first time
for all but Mike Ernster. And to the
various officers and fire fighters who
were “volunteered” to come with us.

Thank you to the Operation Santa
Committee members who helped
with the applications and interviews
– Stacy Hohertz, Annette Norlander,
Val Trog, Tianna Opheim, Dawn
Spencer-Marks and Alex Carbone. I
think Mrs. Claus said it best when she
asked if we added a “must have cute
kids” section to the application!

I want to give a special thanks to
Stacy Hohertz and Alex Carbone.
These two women donate

Cathe Carbone

Love,

Lastly, let me share the most special
“first” of the season. This is the first
year I got a picture text message on
Christmas morning. It was from the
mother of the twin who passed away.
It was a picture of her children tearing into all the gifts and the message
was, “Thank you sooo much for making them smile today”. So from me
to you all – thank you for making the
children smile this year.

countless hours to this event. They
are constantly doing things behind
the scenes that never get recognized
and continually pull me back from
the edge. I thank you both from
the bottom of my heart – knowing
full well that this would not be the
special occasion it is without the two
of you – and thanks for still talking to
me after it was all done!

Operation Santa 2011 was responsible for 25 families with 75
children - and this was a year of “firsts”.

We had our first
set of triplets
– one of which
was revived by a
St. Paul Police officer five years ago. The officer (who
is now a Commander) was able to
come with for the delivery. When the
triplets’ mom saw Commander Jeff
Winger, she literally broke down and
sobbed. It was heartwarming watching mom introduce her 5 year old
daughter to her “angel officer” – stoic
Jeff Winger even had tears in his eyes!
(maybe another first?)
Many of our families had multiple
births, I believe we had four families
with twins. Sadly, one of our families
suffered the great tragedy of one of
the twins passing away – another first
I hope we never repeat.
A special thanks to Mike Miller and
Colleen Crews for once again being
Santa and Mrs. Claus – and not even
blinking an eye about the fact we had
three delivery days this year – another first!
We had veteran elves – and first
time elves. Thanks to all who helped
deliver and generously drove their
vehicles packed with gifts.
Thank you to the W 7th St Boys Club
for donating three brand new bikes
and helmets – you went three for
three in making the kids cry.

